UNTAD AND JAPAN
by TADASHI KAWATA
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'AS is widel : knowri;
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United Nations Conference on Trade and Devel‑

op,rb::en, t:,:(UN.Ti.A;:','b, f) was :ijn' ialh: tir ted, ' in March this year under the disquie ing

clolids'=: = overhan. ging G nevzi, and it was mid‑June when the 86‑day‑10ng
M ;; t'athdn diS'c'l :ssions ther dej liveted us some goods. The failure ('n the part
ot:,:t.::h::

We

e:r'n!

; dVahc dj ' f duntrie

:to lirierup in an' orderly manner until the

la jf' hip. ute b. pr.e he qp ning: of:'the C9nference and the USSR's posture to
pr.eoccupy an'ad antageplS PositiQn at th starting‑line, with the proposal for

establishing , ne v World Trade Otganization gave the impression in c rtain
qtia 't=ers of a corresponding 'disunrty am9'ng the less‑developed countnes and,
even ually, of the Conference dev=eloping into a sta.t pf considerable confu‑
sion, if not complete fiasco. As exl̲)ected, no sooner had the Coirference

opened than troubles cropped up, and there were countless hurdles to climb
over before the goal could have been reached. Remarkably enough, however,
the unhappy prediction for the proceedings as well as the outcome of the
Conference was completely betrayed as far as the possible rupture among the
less‑developed countries was concerned. The so‑called " Seventy‑five ') (now

?.i

Seventy‑seven) strengthened their solidarity with the ptogress of the Conference

and their unity was almost ' institutionalized ' when they assumed the full
leadership of the House as an overwhelming majority and, keeping the more
advanced countries under prbssure, continued asking for a new world trade
system to the last. In this regard, it would not be an exaggeration to say
that one of the biggest significances of the Ist Geneva Conference lies in the
less‑developed countries achieving so much unity, minor differences among
each other notwitllstanding, that they virtually consolidated themselves in a
singlehess of purpose in persistently demanding the enlargement of trade
opportunities and an increase in aid.
On the other hand, this Conference ruthlessly disclosed a wide ,gap exist‑
ing among the nations of the North in their attitudes and opinions towards
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the prbblems of the South. Western advanced countries knew in advance
that they would stand on a loser's bench in this Conference and yet they did
not succeed in forming a joint‑front against the united odds, and the Con‑
ference came to an end before they could arrive at unanimity of opinion in
either the Atlantic unit or the European unit. For instance, while France
put on the Conference‑table the carbon‑copy of her 'plan for the organization
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of markets' which she originally introduced in the Preparatory Committee
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and‑ strongly advotated for the need of the system of " gelective preferences",

the UK, in obstinate antipathy to the French plan, emphasized the impor‑
tance of an " access to markets " through lowering the tariff‑barriers in
general and at the same time substantiated the proposal by announcing
preparedness to bnlarge Commonwealth preferences indiscriminately. 1;JSA
stood dn ju. st the opposite side, as she could not tolerate the very principles
of giving and receiving ' preferences ' ; she went so far as to call any system
based on regional selective preferences between the speciflc industrial coun‑
tries nd the selected developing nations (thus creating special and discrimi‑
natory relations) a "closed‑system" which should be replaced by "Open‑system"

'

based on the principles of freedom of trade through the exchange of

*: :"

most‑favoured‑nation treatment ; she insisted that no enlargem6nt df trade
sha.uld be sought excepi through the lowering of tariff‑barriers on a non‑
discriminatory basis through' GATT.
In sharp contrast to these champions of the industrialized West, the
USSR was quick to take up, at the very outset of the Conference, the issue
of Representation. She declared that the Geneva Conference could not con‑
stitute a global conference of nations because East Germany and some o*ther
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Communist countries had not been invited, and that the Conference was
further misrepresented by the participation of such ' shameless ' countries as
South Africa and Portugal which openly adopt the humiliatihg policies of racial
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discrimination. The USSR obviously endeavoured to highlight her position
.

a a friendly nation sympathe,tic towards the less‑developed , couhtries through
her initial argument on the cause of North‑South relations I iri connection with
East‑V ,est st.ruggle and racial discriinination. As the Conferende proceeded
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and the deVeloping countries' : demand for trade!enlargement and aid‑indre‑
ment by all means came to assum alm6st unhegdtiable obstinacy, however,
the USSRis gestures came td fall shdrt of their intehded effects on the less‑
developed countries which began cl6afly' to = plark the USSR as one of the
industrial powers. The Soviet's attitude thus gradually turned from mildness
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to reservatioh and her delegation ofteh sat in silehce. In this cdnnectiori; ' it
would be well worthy of attention that, since the less‑developed' bountries began
volleying radical proposals asking for more liberal imports of their. Produce,
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Communist countries headed by the USSR more often than n:ot joined' he
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Western industrial nations in abstaining from voting or casting opposite ivdtes,
and also that Rumania not infrequently made gestures ofl shifting its I bench
from that of the Soviet bloc to the group of less‑developed countries."
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Various propositions made by the Western industrial ' powers = such, as
France, UK, USA and others, as well as the singular inanccuvre by;the,iUSSR
were no doubt meant to protect and, if possible, to extend the, , ec6nomic
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interests of each country ; they were also intended to eapture = the : Iead rship
of the Conference in their hand. However, it did 'not . :taka long.' ,bcfore it
was made clear that these tactics and their exchange.:,on the : 'phrt , of the
industrial :powers were quickly driven away from ' the : Imain ; Strearn of the
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proceedings and the international debates ent. red" deep r, =and deeper into
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the core of the problems of North‑South relations. This was because
many of the less‑developed countries were indifferent to the rivalry among

the advanced powers or the contest between East and West ; they deemed

･

these larger power struggles to be lacking relevance to their own insistent

";!

concerns. Instead, they,pressedlh,aird, almost in unison, upbn the industrialized
countries for substantial, ahswers to their hand‑to‑hand requests in connection
with trade ahd aid which they claimed as if by lego'itimate rig.ht.
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In this manher, East‑West discussions exchanged at the beginning of the
Conference over the heads of the developing countries gradually retreated
and the main stream of the debate was soon channelled into a new gorge of
conflict,

rhere the p60. r･t.S6uth ‑ stood on one bank and the rich Nortll on the
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other. Ohe delegate ･representing,the less‑developed count ies is reported to
have declared : ";,..L.;;:Ih;this Cohference we all should seek to advance the
attainment of cbllective, econolTlic security which developing countries can
fully exercise their

rights to ; d. evelop; If, to this day, these rights have in fact

been denied us, it is due, to ,a; Iarge extent,; to the actions and omissions of
the dev ldped dountries.,,=.'.' , ,: ucll an 2 tmosphere, the American delegate,
feeling a strdng urge to,'brilag :the,=,developing cou;ntries home to the in ispens‑
able need. of /' Help Youtsely es ;' in the t job̲ of econoinio : development, gave
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a "Cold･shower in Geneva?',w. hich,is s2 id t0= hav.e iryitated the less‑develope. d

cotintries as a whole to such , n ex,tent as tp ignite a sharp counterattack
from one of the less‑develdped country's representatives, who burst out : "F
YQ l'=in , the West say that we must work more and then IAre will become rich.

But we are working hard and are getting poorer......"

The awkard situation emercging from the clashes between the strong
claims jointly put forward by the less‑developed countries and the wishful
calculat.ions of the adv,ariced powers could not but reflect itself in the dispus‑

sions in the five Cbmmittees, none of which cpuld bring forth mutually satis‑
factdry conclusions within the prescribed time‑1imit. In the meanwhile, the

process of the developing countries being cemented together into one bloc
took some time. At the outset of the Conference they were roughly grouped
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into three parties : tlle first involving '39 countries, mostly constituents of the

British Commonwealth, and generally represented by India ; the second,

f.: ^

consisting of 1 8 African states maintaining particular relationships with EEC,

and the last consisting of 19 Latin American nations. Their interests did

i,:̲

not necessarily meet, particularly around the question of preferences inherent

in the African group. In early May, however, when the African grpup paved
a common ground by voluntarily agreeing to the liquidation by 1 973 through
gradual steps of the preferential system they are nolv enjoying, the apple of
discord was taken away and the seventy‑five developing countries merged

l

together, irrespective of their afliliations to their ex‑metropolitan powers and
the differences of interests particular to their regions. This again stimulated

the formation of so‑called Conciliation Groups amongst the less‑developed
countries, the Western advanced countries, and the Comlnunist camp. Thanks
to the effol ts mamly thl ough " behind the cur tain " negotiations=0f these
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Conciliation Groups searching for the cbmpromises on such issues as the
primary commodity exports, exports of manufactures, comPensatory finance
and institutional machinery, etc., the discussions in each Cominittee could
have been saved from utter confusion and possible deadlock in the last sta e
of the Conference.
Judging .f rom the tangible tesults, the less‑developed cotintries might not

have been rewarded enough to justify their efforts in the Confererice, much
less their expectations of ecuring the '< quick remedy " for their economic
a.ilments whose prescriptions were i elaborately put down in different forms

and shades in more than 40 Recommendations on the various pro lems,
drafted and adopted by virtue of their holding the leadership of the Conf r‑
ence, but badly adulterated by the reservations held by the advanced coun‑
tries with almost all the critical issues: Nevertheless, in their unprecedented
Joint Commtinique issued on the closing day of the Conference, the Seventy‑
seven developing countries, while not hiding their big discontent with the
outcomes of the Confererice, proudly applauded the strength of the solidarity

they demonstrated all through the Conference and pled ged to maintain,
develop, and strengthen that solidarity in the future and also to elaborate on

the institutions necessary for that purpose. From all these phenomena, we
should clearly foresee the possibility of the less‑developed countries emerging

i*{i;*;*; ;

ever more prominently on the stage of international relations as a powerful
pressure group whose strength they came to appteciate through assumption of
the leadership in the last Conference at Geneva.
It is interesting to hOte in this respect what George W. Ball, UnderL

= '

Secretary¥of State, the American delegate to the same =Cbnference,' said on April

: :S:

9th in his address at North Carolina University during his brief sojourn for
liaison : " . . .When Lord Franks first identified the ,problem, he stlggested
that the relationships: between th
North' arid Sduth L irlight ltitnately become
as im ortant as th0 e.'between ' E st: ! nd =West.: That tirhe, in our judgeinent,
is rapidly approaching....:. The 'foctlsing‑poiht'of iriternational affairs even‑
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tually made a 90‑degree turn : f'bin ;East!West 'relations towards Ndrth‑South
nd ive might say that this fact alone

relations since, or t least in,' tiNT!A );;

could have made the last 'G nev =

Cb'hfeirence a historical event. It was really

instructive as well, in the sehse. , that both poor South and rich North
' *****j+=
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learned a good lesson that th'e' 1 s :develo ed countries could no longer be
treated as ' outsiders.' , "' ' '= =
Though it remains an ' irrevocable fact that the adva:hced countries, a ' a
whole, beingo' pressed hard at the tight corners by the joint‑offensives of the
less‑developed countries, spent their days in saying prayers on their kne
: for
the storm to pass quickly ovef their heads, still, it would not be fait t ;say

that all of their moVes were retrogressive, simply ignoring the immirient
interests of the developing countries. France deflnitely helped bringing ' th
minimum‑level‑ of contributions for international economic assistanbe closer
to lo/o of each country's national income ; UK, jointly ' vv;ith , Sweden, sub‑
mitted ai boncrete proposal on the issue of the supplementary finance in lieu
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of compensatory finance. The USSR, again, made her import‑targets of the
various products of the less‑developed countries for 1970 and 1980 ; USA, on
the other hand, maintained respectable firrnness of stand in insisting on the
iTnportance of the " op.en‑system." Under these circumstances, it would seern
that Japan alone betrayed, by maintaining a defensive attitude all through
the Conferenc and being:too inactive to submit any concrete proposal con‑
tributing for: its sucQ ss, the confidence bestowed by the whole Conference
after being ele.cted as
V. ice‑President country witll 1 15 votes‑a single in‑
stance of ful.1 i votej ‑in , xpeqtation that Japan would play, a significant role
in bridging o, v. r the igulf ,separating the advanced countries and less‑developed
countries;:=;It,,is, jr!:e. ll.yj;',dljshe,

hi is lf,

Lrfenihg for the people of Jap:an‑for the writer

s, , a: :;Ja T ' s ;･･'nalt, o al that, allowing her fate to have occupied a

eat= ,:aino l the':ad̲jvi =zin, ed. ,,,co:runtr es and, therefore, being allocated the most
iSa; dv :an. ta eq s. posi;t.iQn:. : $i: ,= o!called " half‑advanced country " ahd as such
left

. 0. Jit :y:,;

a!r,

dese t i : ;by!ith .:, df he:

･,;W.: s e, :t i
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d. v, aihced cbuntries, Japan could not do better.
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5t;h , nd )tbc 7th:' .il .<wo

Id Lgros. inatiohal i̲ncome and total world trade,
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,t .0..fi!{h j.;.:aitt c:kS ; o:f the less‑developed countries on the field

rQirthy of the country which ranks at the
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,It 'would need to be explicitly stated here that , defence of the Japanese
delegate's speeches or the Japanese Government's attitude in the last Geneva
CoTlference is not the intent of this Chapter. Being a non"ofacial, the writer
feels neither necessity nor obligation to do so. Nevertheless, the writer as
a Japanese national clearly understands the extremely delicate plight in which

Japan was placed in UNTAD. There actually are many factors in her eco‑
nomic structure which prevent her accommodating in full the claims of the less‑

developed countries, whether they were connected with the problem of the
imports of primary produce or the question of general preferences. Once the
strong deinands for trade‑expansion and aid‑increase as they were put for‑
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ward by the developing countries in the Conference were generously accepted,
the severity of the consequential impacts on the developed countries would
not have been equ l among all the so‑called "advanced countries." Generally
speaking; it should be in inverse proportion to and not to commensurate with

the degree of economic development so far attained in each co ntry ; in
other words, the impacts would be greatest not on the USA and, in lesser
degrees, on the UK, West Germany, France, etc., but, rather, the countries

;

which still retain not a few elements of ' developing ' nations, for instance
Japan) must suffer from the greatest inconveniences. Accordingly, it would
be safely said that out of all the past international conferences ever attended,

:i

tlle last UNTAD was the most precarious one for Japan. Being a member‑
country of the Afro‑Asian group, Japan was expected to follow the footsteps
of the same group and yet most of her practical interests coincided with
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those of the advanced industrial countries in the West. Japan's speeches
and staternents in the Confer rice, therefore, generally ,echoed the ;atter's but,
to make her position even 'less i npressive, they failed to carry as much vigour

*+'+i* +

because of the relative backwa; ri nes of her own economy. Japan, in such a
dilemma, was m de a iarg t of bittcr criticisin from the less‑developed coun‑
tries, especiall< her immediate. neighbours in Asia and Africa. As information
goes, som of them rpisinterpreted her attitude as '< emotionally haughty "

'

while the others criticized her. as beljng ' tied tQ America's apron‑strings=' and

*,

some others again attacked J

;
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an's bontention as unprincipled. Iri an ulti‑

mafe analysis, however, all these Qritioisms would be attributable to the fact‑
and the almost unavoidable situatibri emerging from it‑that Japan still holds
many identifications of a ' developihg country.' '
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As a so‑called "half‑advanced' cotint'ry," Japan has a number of weak' poil ts.
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Agriculture is one. Let us take up Japanese agriculture and briefly nalyse
it frdm the point‑of‑view of international competitive poweT' Measurement
of international conipetitive poweri by the way, is not an easy job as it
involves many problems ranging' from the qualitative differences to the di‑
versity of tastes and transactional practices s well as technical questions
concerning exchange‑rates, etc. It might fall. within the range of a rough
estimate or at lezist a broad guide‑post. In the course of after‑care work of
the 'National Income Doubling Plan ' at present being pursued in this country,
interesting trial‑estimates have bqen prepared in connection with S0me of the
critical farm products for their domestic price‑1evels in comparison to their
latest im ort prices (ref. Table 1). mport or internation l piice levels vis‑ ‑
vis current domestic prices of the Qoml cLodities = irl = qomparispn.. may be sum‑

marized as follows : pigs stand almost on the s me I vel but, excepting
rice, whose position is, by degree, Iower. all o hers sharply drop to the
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lowest ho,ri Qn. T.bc dQmestic, pric

o.f. fresh mil. ' f,b.r .p, r.:oce. ssing, rpeat‑cattle,

1'vheat, barl y and^r e cotild h6t;' th.er foir ;

9 b, :.' ra {ic! ctits: this hluch

price‑decline would adversely affect=to the e t' ht'of rl'

d 130/0 in value‑

the domestic farm produdtio,ri,'= s estith ted.',in,'Ta;= le 2.

The above trial‑estimates may not be accurate, b.ut still, they will serve

to explain the extreinely ' oor internatiohaf dompetitive power vested in
Japanese agriculture, excepting a few items corning under natural prote<ction
or those relatively less "land‑botind," such as poultry and pigs. Japanese
agriculture stands less competitiv than the' countries belonging to both the
developed as well as the developing areas. Vulnerability towards the ad‑
vanced export‑countries stems from Japan's exceedingly low labour ptodudtivity
in agriculture. FAO reports that, in terms of net value of farm prodtictiorl

per adult male, Japan compares to one‑fifth of USA and Canada. On: the
. '

;

other hand, the export‑countries in developing areas are enjoying les '

cost

than Japan because they can compensate their lower labour productivity by
cheaper wages and/or less capital input per unit of farm p, roduction.
The rebisch Report proposes th,e well‑known alternatives for the enlarged
exports of primary products‑including farm products‑froi l the economically
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、COMPAR．ED TO IMPORT PRICES

Table1。

Gommodity

Ex−Far瓜一
Ya士d I》rice

Un圭t

P訊ddy、

150kg

Wheat
》・娠

！・ピ・

52．5

11

Rアe・一．・｝疏1麟ズ、皐孕、，60・

、趣磯gt娩鯉

1，700−

1，770

67．3−70。1

10

1，200−

1，300

61．1−66．2

2，624

10

15550−

15650

59．1−

25（1）

48−

63

56。3−74，1

60

25（1）

34−

45

56．6−

￥28／kg（2）

・．

・167，

75．8

2，830

79。1−90．2

15−

21

48．4−67．7

10

100−

170

49。8−84．6

．10

165−

190

98．8−113．8

2，480−

45％（3）

201

1．一

瀞鎖難舜，幕、

62，9

85

31

Pig等ノ（ga騨sβ）瞬、。脇・，、糞．括、1、』ド縛，・ノ1疎

￥9，000−11，000 73．8−90，3％

15％

3，137

1穿

Prlce（B）

1，965

蕩噛ζ鞠無py騨多鰍｛融1、．湛・・
，翼餓紮9熱嫉ゑ￠浜囎rc3鴨）

sp・ndin琶t・lm−
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薦

BIA

20

10

、胸駐響早鰍瀦残き搏纏1，謄「欄、象・讃§9

Price．
Corre−

2，525

継蕪辱5in碑、、．・一工O

White−Pgtato，・（勉、理解S§鵬），

Ievels

Tariff

1￥12，187

60

PRICE）

Domestic

Curre血t

Customs

in1962（A）

Barley

掻

饗

Ag繭1憾甜・琵s雌Ei忌h奪汐Gお噌㈱ustriaIStructureSub・C・mt．

Sσ1L倉beF；

1纈くCl）lstaτch3（2）・・s・y」bea痴i1．；一く婁）butter。・「』・・

ごNoto、3

・2．・Domestie、pri6β4磁els！ico漉s加hd妊nglto
using6よ2，≠．priρe．as

import

price

a｝basi專，cha聾g鰭d・諏愛t軌cuけ顔ent
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customs

＼
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arrivcd
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at

wh三1e
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・．『・．Fり．・、、，・ナきこ

3・Ex−Farmyardpriceasper

碇Rural．G・鱒dityPτice＆鵯Wages Sur紅eゾ by

the M圭nist罫y of Agriculture＆Forestry．
4．Rice and Barley alone are quoted in the翫verages
me且t

price（includiロ9Packing

of

Govemmピnt

procure・

fee・）

董一

EFFEGTS

Table2．

OF

PRODUGTION

PRICE・DECLINE

874−

919

49．1−5L6

612−

633

54．3−56，2

562−

565

White、Potato

Note：

same

3，848

2，726−

as
on

67．9−80．2

70，8−76，9

127

4L2−46．4

1，311−1，413

62．0−66．8

87−

32。6−42．3

195−

璽
1鷺

66．2一66．5
奮

2，961

113−

267
389

Estimated

shown

4，300−5，078

2，ll4

Milk

Meat−Gattle
PigS
Source：

6，333

274

Rape・Seed

塗

91．9−96．9

1，781

Sweet・Potato

箋

BIA（％）

11，415−12，032

849

蓬
＼韓

1，127

R．ye

Fresh

FARM

production（B）

12，418

B＆rley

DOMESTIC

Est㎞ate（1

1961production（A）
1，000tons

Paddy
Wheat

ON

113

50，0−83．0

323

Table1．
Production

is
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cstimate

of

the

poss玉ble

result

of

price−decline
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ぎさコ
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stagnant, Iess‑developed countries in terms of gradual decrease or suspension

of the production of competitive commodities by the advanced countries
through so‑called " structural adjustment " by stages. This formula contains

both logical and moral power, under the global atmosphere favouring the
establishment of a welfare‑world beyond the welfare‑state on the in‑
dividual cou ,, ry basis, to p rsuade the advariced countries courageousLy to
carry through: ,, structural adjustment " in order to alleviate the economic

difficulties prevalent in the less‑developed countries and thus launch the
international co‑operation prQgramme into full operation. The price of put‑
tling this philosophy into practice, however, is not paid in the same coin by
all the advanced countries. ,, : Feasibility of " structural adjustment " again

varies from country to country. Compare USA or UK, where the ratio of
the farm‑workers in the total ,labour population is extremely small and agri‑
cultural productivity alm:ost equals industrial productivity, with, for instance,

.

Japan, where a huge proportion of the working population is still bourid to
far.ming which brings in a m,uch lower average income than industrial under‑
takings. In Japan, protection towards farming and people engaged in it are
meant for social and political purposes as much as, or even more than, purely
economic beneflts.
The same is the situation with Japanese light industries, in particular,
the textile industry. An increased primary products export has been desper‑
ately asked for as the prerequisite for the less‑developed countries to attain
their economic independence. But it is not enough. The developing countries

,i, ‑

i'i

have an impatient urge for industrialization, to start with, in the fleld of textiles

(especiall cotton‑spinning), an industry which can be developed with co n‑
parative ease from locally available raw cotton It might b,e primarily , I Leant

to meet the domestic demands for flbres and textilcs but, sooner or later,
would have to be expanded to a bigger, scale looking : for overseas. markets,
if necessary, through partial import of raw. . cQetQl from abroad to' replenish

,
, .:

domestic suppli s. The' growtly, of the textile = industry in the developing

' !

countries has, therefore, posed, itself as, on̲ e of the most important and almost
critical problems in adjusting, = the. , NQrth‑South relations. In this context,

,*

.

. ;

Japan is placed in a really awkward, position, as RO.K, Formosa, Hongkong,
Communist China, etc., are no.w capable of producin g low‑grade cotton goods
at cheaper cost and pressing hard on Japan to open the market for their

;{, ;

products ; their imports from OK in fact started since last year. Internally,
Japan long since exhausted the, source of the ainple supply of young female
labour and her international competitive power in labour‑inten:sive indus.try
‑in this case the textile industry, especially in spinning and secondary pro‑
cessing fields‑is rapidly disappearing. As the situation went on changing so
quickly, both internally and ex.ternally, opinions are increasing, weight in, a

;=

certain section of her textile industry itself as to voluntarily sacrificin;g,

:{

such

part of the industry as is destined to lose its position in the comp titibn with
the developing countries to the more capital‑intensive and technic L11.y higher‑
levelled chemical fibye industry. In fact, most of the major textile co; nQerns

;:*'} ;;
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in Japan have been quicker in action than speech in this respect. But here
again there is a thick

li;

vall to break in Japan. It is mainly due to the exist‑

ence of a great many workers employed in small and medium enterprises
**

*

engaged in the labour‑intensive spinning‑cum‑secondary processing sector of
her textile industry. An immediate switch‑over may not calJ:se any harm to
big business, but the smaller concerns will be thrown on the street together

.

i'

{ :

,1!

with their ernployees' and social protection on behalf of thyse latter is indeed

=

beyond the means of the national economy of Japan today. A huge number
of the farm pop lation and tlle industrial workers in tlle smaller scale indus‑

ii

tries and ･the substantial lincome‑gap between agriculture and ndustry that
is, fural‑urban', disparity plus wage‑differentials unmatching between large

and smaller enteipris ‑in one word, an internal economic inequality and
unbalanceLis finalfy due to the fact that Japan is still very much lagging
behind the :,Western
;dvianced countries in the development of heavy and
chemical' indtis ries!: ;1h,this manner, Japan would have to trek

long way

:. ..

! t

'
'! "
:!: ' !'

';
i:;'*".

to be a:welfafe‑ tate: , by 1ler elf, judging from her structural characteristics
which enl:inently belong' tb a c' half‑advanced country
'The above, though ,to . C limited . ' extent, might have helped explaining

the background of Japan's failure in making any positive con ributions for
the success of the last UNTAD, 14rhere heir delegates could not ally w th the
proposals submitted by the less‑devel ed 'counfrie and, sometimes, stood

{

i

. , ; J

critical even to the counter‑proposals originat･ing frorn he advanced countries.

f;

III
{;
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{
l
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'

=
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As discussed in Chapter II, Japan is uneasily occupying a seat among
the advanced countries while remaining fatally backward, principally in the
fields of agriculture and small‑medium industries. This fact, coupled by low
per capita income, does not allow her happily to accept the less‑developed

countries' demands for the opening of markets and expansion of aid. For
Japan, with such a structural deformity and for whom the enforcement of
the general perference system would have meant the heaviest blow among

'{

{i

{
j,

all the advanced countries, tlle debate on the problen s concerning the export‑
trade by the less‑developed countries was not one in which she migllt freely

join. Under these circumstances, she could only climb on the fence separat‑

ing the two groups, aloof from the other Asian countries which flocked
together with less‑developed countries in other reg'ions in . making clarion
calls on the advanctd countries, and Japan, in spite of her" Asiatic feather,

I

more often than not fluttered over to the opposite group. Eagerly looking
j{

i

}

i

'i

for the good opportuhities for co‑ordination between these two, she could not
fly do rn to either flock and realized in the last that it was next to impossible
to take away the fence on which she was sitting.
The firmness of the solidarity among the Seventy‑seven as witnessed in

the last UNTAD, on one. hand, and the international justification of the
cause for establishing a welfare‑world, on the other, will no doubt accelerate

j

t }
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the current force which is steadily working to enhance the importance of
North‑South relations in world affairs. Today, no country can remain unin‑
volved in this vital problem with the excuse of being a o‑called " half‑ad‑
vanced country." Her instinctive hesitation to step into the arena notwith‑
standing, with her annual steel output of 35 million tons‑the world's third‑
outdoing eve lj West Gerrhany ancl its 'GNP equalling to the grand total of

i

the economic power of Southeast Asia and South Asia combined where 700
million people live, Japan cannot escape international recognition and respon‑

sibility as one of the industrially advanced countries of the world. Mr.
K ichird Asakai, the chief delegate of Japan to UNTAD, realized this when
he wrote in a magazine issued from the Japan Institute of International
Affairsl that the attitude maintained by Japan in the Conference was admit‑
tedly passive, if not negative, and that Japan should, in future, squarely
tackle the problem of the economic develo ment of the developing countries
with long perspectives and further that, only by this way would she be
able positively to respond to the current development of the world situation.
It is not that he forgot about the considerably adverse effect fallingr back
on his own country by denouncing day‑to‑day calculations which have short‑
range forecast of situations ; he rather stressed that the long‑term approach,
even with momentary losses, would live up to the enlightened self‑interest of
Japan. Another article2 contributed to the same magazine by a colleague of

Mr. Asakai reads roughly as follows : " The contentions of the developing
countries met into a stream and the stream developed into a river in the
Conference basin. It will flow on and no country whether big or small can
resist the¥stream. If ny advanced country should fail to turn its helm

. 1*'1

,;

i

,

i*il+*.

*

accordingly by drastically altering its ecoriomic‑trade policies, it will never
escape the fate of being left behind. It is almost impera:tive for Japan, as

one of the advanced countries, to refiect upOn Tid driticallY arialyse the
dutcomes of the last UNTAD frorD: the' perspective : dint:of‑view, tinged with
not a small touch of political colottrs. Along wit.h 'the‑ global perspective
review, Japari should readjtist her inental frainew6rk as a singular advanced
country in Asia so as to be alert to the keen expedtations of her neighbouring
Asian countries whom she would never 'leaVe , uhsziti fied with immediate
trade and assistance policies chalked out and put into effect more positively
and boldly than ever."
Self‑criticism or self‑reflection as frank ' as the above is not a matter of

whispering among the Japanese delegates attending UNTAD. It is now a
voice ever loudly echoing in political' circles with the Foreign Offide as its
centre, in the business world as well as the press. The Japanese Government
is also seriously considering setting up a special council named the " Round‑

Table Conference on Imports" meant for working out the import‑targets and
l Kdichiro Asakai, "Returning from UNTAD," Ifokusai Mondai (International Affairs),
July, 1964, No. 52, pp. 2‑8.

2 Akira Yamato, "Proceedings and Outcomes of UNTAD," Kohusai Motidai (International
Affairs), July, 1964. No. 52, p. 41.
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the examination of import‑polic es. This might stand for one of a series of
steps the Japanese Government is preparing to take in order to ineet, rather
concretely, the problem of ,the North‑South relations which was highlighted
in the last UNTAD. The Japan Socialist Party, the biggest opposition party
of this country, is now deliberating on the definite policies to deal with the
development of the North‑South relations. ' Thus the people of Japan as a
whole are strongly ; wishir g for their country ta deal with the North‑South
relations with

t ,

i

, sincere :attitude and respectably to share responsibilities with

other coul trie pf tbc w, orld by learning from the valuable experiences she
got in the last;

Lastly,

:

l y

. Qonference.

the:. Pr, bi

h.: ,R, eport refers, in its argument on the problem of the

economic dcy., lpP.n . nt ,:of; th,e= developing countries under Part 111, to the
need of a; e=;,lie,s.,9f i n. p,qrt{ nt , ' internal changes' besides the promotion of
interna.t,ion" l2 c.4? op ratiqn!,
afte .‑th :,i,S, pQn .,

Acce: 1,er

'iW,,

' I.n. .. l is respect, some of the Japanese experience

o,r d W:ar.,, j

ight., offer =themselves as valuable examples.

in̲g i . leq s.

of,the e hniqal. renovations in the heavy and chemical

industri lj.; =ctpr',Lwere.,i,

dm, ittedly. t. he, (Str.Qnges.t reason for the unprecedentedly

rapi.d ccQ Long

, .gr=0rwt̲ i h; : ,

t.

a̲ir e

qu.!al.ly,.ipporta L ;f ctp. s 7bqtl ,t,aker
the W. ,

{

}

.=

' ;
f
<

, diJl:ing , he two postwar decades. Two

as,=

rastic measures immedja tely after

7 l'lSt : : b.e , intr=Q uc c' ,here. The' pne, , is :th

. !

, thoroughgoing agrarian

refo.rm ar d t.he oth r, t,he , ,d.isrrl. embeting ,of, th.ei:iZaib t, su ' eomp

nies. Qom‑

t

bined with anti‑monopQly leg.islatipn. ‑ They, =we̲re no: doubt, SCAP (Supreme

Comm nd for
ernment who
effect. The
undisguised

the Allied Powers)‑recomngend d but it was the Japane ,e ov‑
accepted them straightforwardly and boldly carried them into
former helped to bring out the b.ig effective demand buried
among the enormous farm‑population in Japan, thus offering. a

.*;..

}

huge market for expanding industrial production, while the latter cleared the
market of the biggest obstacles to fair competition, very much stimulating
the cost‑consciousness and efficiency of the enterprises which jointly worked
for general techno‑managerial improvements. TheSe were doubtless the fruits

t

picked up from amidst the abnormal environment created by war‑defeat, but
it still remains a fact that the Japanese people are richly rewarded frorn
them. Is it too much to expect the less‑developed countries to derive a few
lessons from such Japanese e)rperience and to give them new. Iife in their
development planning ? Does it still remain a mirage to visualize that as
thorough agrarian reform and taxation‑system reorganization is determinedly

L'

i

* ;,

carriqd through in these countries, the roots of their economic st, agnation will

be cut at their very bottom and their national economy will start to re‑

*.

i

generate itself ? Such an economic regeneration would not tolerate those
vices often resulting from a bureaucratic control generally favoured under
planned developr lent, such as the miserably low levels of efiiciency in the
so‑called public or state sectors of their econorrry. Is it not on such a stage

of

i;1*

elf‑generating economic development in each developing country that

international co‑operation can provide "acceleration‑effeQts" or "multiplication‑

} : ,{

ifi

effects" on their economic growth ? The writer is tempted to interpret the
{i

+' * i

*̲
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suggestions in the Prebisch Report in this way.

l
I,

He cannot conclude this Chapter without referring to another element
responsible for the high economic growth‑rate attained by war‑defeated
Japan. Paradoxically and ironically enough, it is due to her being excused
very costly defence expenditures. The contrast between victorious Ametica
and Britain fhose postwar economic growth generally remained dull, on one

i

hand, and w r‑defeated West Germany and Japan who have been enjoying
much hig.her growth, on the other, did not escape the attention of, for in‑

stance, Joan Robinsonl and Seymour Melman2 who jointly attributed the
phenomenon to the excessively heavy burden on the shoulders of the former
two in terms of defence expenditure and to the mobilization of full capacity
and resources for economic rehabilitation and growth as a penalty for the
latter two. The effects which an excessively heavy defence expenditure has
on the national economy will, therefore, invite serious study by the less‑
{i

developed countries in the course of economic development in connection
with the problem of disarmament on a world scale.
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l Joan Robinson, "Latter‑Day Capitalism," New Left' Review. No. 16. July‑Augusti 1962,
p. 39.
i

2 Seymour Melman, "Too, Much･ Defense Spending ? There is an Alternative," ChallengeJ
Vol. XI, No. 9, June, 1963, p. 4.

